
EERIECON 8 VIDEOS
Once again, EERIECON is proud to present some of the finest motion pictures 

ever madel Unfortunately, there are also some two dozen others.

Once again, we offer a homage followed by Anime. With so much of our Anime, 
and late night fare, being recent; we tried to show more of the older material at other 
times. After all, these are what the video side of the genre is based upon. If you want 
some really older stuff, there are even a few silent films in the extra boxes.

In a reverse "Cinderella" tale, Kauderer-san and Kujawa-san take over the video 
room at Midnight, Sunday morning for all-day Anime. If you are not familiar with it, 
Anime is a stylized Japanese type of animation far different from "The Flintstones" or 
"Loony Tunes". While some are okay for children, most are not! As most Anime are 
unrated, we've shown the suggested age levels given by the distributors; still you might 
find some teen-rated videos to be a bit more violent or sexual that the American ratings.

Once again, we try to present features that you wouldn't see on television or in 
most video stores. Alas, that often means things you would not want on TV. Further, 
we have gone mostly to professional DVD to give you the best image and sound 
possible. Whether these are things you'd want to see and hear clearly is another matter 
entirely.

Once again, the more adult stuff will be shown only late at night. However, the 
truely childish can show up at any timel We don’t show any explicit films, and please 
don't bring any into the video room.

Once again, we offer our Never Ending Search For The Worst Film Ever Made! 
Last year's nominee, "Rockabilly Vampires" never made it to the screen as the audience 
voted it off the island (in favor of more 'Doctor Who"). So this year we’ll present a 
double featurel When former Eeriecon Guest of Honor, Octavia Butler passed away; her 
obituary had the story of her leaving a very badly written movie and saying to herself "I 
can write better than that!" And she did! So our first Worst will be that outstandingly 
bad film: "Devil Girl From Mars!”

Once again, in addition to the carefully craftbd, delicately balanced, fine 
assemblage of scheduled videos; there are several dozen other genre films available if 
con-goers should vote a film off the island. Majority rules, please. WARNING, any 
changes to the Anime portion of the schedule may result in certain teenage girls 
donning their Mobile Battle Suits and ridding the Earth of your sorry carcass.

FRIDAY, APRIL 21-ST, 2006
6:00 pm THE BORROWERS

A quaint British tale of the Little People who live in a Victorian mansion.



FRIDAY, APRIL 21-ST, 2006
7:50 pm JACK AND THE BEANSTALK

The Abbott 8 Costello version of the classic fairy tale features more 
one-liners than magic beans. (But no space elevators!)

9:15 pm BLUEBEARD
From 1944, John Carradine as the Mad Parisian killer in this stylish tale.

10:30 pm WITCHCRAFT TEN
Straight to video for a cheap T&A flic about a Good Witch hunting down 
a Vampire cult.

SATURDAY, APRIL 22-ND, 2006
MIDNIGHT WITCHCRAFT XI

Damm few film series should last eleven films; this one ain't one! It's an 
even cheaper looking T&A flic about Satanic possession.

1:30 am THE WAR OF THE WORLDS
One of three versions of the H. G. Wells tale made last year; this British 
mini-series keeps the story in Victorian times.

4:30 am 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
A Hallmark Hall Of Fame version adds a love interest for Nemo in an odd 
remake of the Jules Veme novel.

6:10 am ALIEN SPECIES
The invasion of Earth has begun, fortunately one small-town sheriff can 
defeat them! Yeah, right!

7:40 am GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
1939 was a great year for movies, including this animated version of the 
Jonathon Swift tale of a giant in Liliput.

9:55 am THE MAGIC SWORD
An evil Sorcerer kidnaps a beautiful Princess; now a young man (with his 
you know what) leads seven heros against seven curses, to rescue her.

11:10 am THE MAGIC HORSE
An animated fairly tale of a young farm boy and his adventures with, you 
guessed it, a magic horse.

12:10 pm THINGS TO COME
The famous film of a post-World War apocalypse and the new civilization 
that reaches for both television and the stars! Now remember that H. G. 
Wells (and William Cameron Menzies) made this film in 1936!



SATURDAY, APRIL 22-ND, 2006
1:55 pm ROCKY JONES, SPACE RANGER in

"CRASH OF THE MOONS!"
A preview of Worldcon's tribute, three episode from the show you or your 
parents watched. Rocky and his crew must save a doomed world.

3:25 pm ROCKETSHIP X-M
A slightly more serious 1950's spaceship story. Lloyd Bridges & Hugh 
O'Brian star in the ill-fated first trip into space.

4:45 pm KING OF THE ZOMBIES
From 1941, a secret agent faces an island nation under Zombie mind 
control! (Gee, what island nation could they have meant in 1941?)

5:55 pm THE LAST MAN ON EARTH
Based on "I Am Legend"; Vincent Price might be the sole survivor as 
humanity becomes a race of Vampiresl

A SPECIAL DOUBLE FEATURE OF OUR...
NEVER ENDING SEARCH FOR THE WORST FILM EVER MADE!

7:25 pm DEVIL GIRL FROM MARS!
A dying Martian race sends one girl to steal human males!

9:45 pm SLAVE OF THE CANNIBAL GOD
How can a film by Darryl F. Zanuck & Sergio Martino, starring Ursula 
Andress & Stacy Keach, possibly go wrong? Every imaginable way! It 
does have one redeeming social value: the bad guys taste just like chicken. 
Would someone pass the fava beans & Chianti ?

11:15 pm TALES OF SEDUCTION (16+ for sex, violence, & nudity) 
Adult anime! A gamer lets his lovelife be decided on a roll & a judge with 
an odd power polices romance in a corrupt town.

SUNDAY, APRIL 23-RD, 2006
MIDNIGHT CERES: CELESTIAL LEGEND (16+ too many reasons to count!) 

15-yoar old Aya is your average high school girl, hanging out with friends 
and her twin brother; but on her next birthday, she'll learn that there's more 
to her than she could imagine. Here are three episodes of Yu Watase's 
Romantic/S-F/Horror/Comedy.



SUNDAY, APRIL 23-RD, 2006
1:15am TOKYO GODFATHERS (13+for adult themes)

On Christmas, three homeless friends (a young girl, a transvestite, & a 
middle-aged bum) find an abandoned newborn! Keeping it overnight, they 
use a key, found with the baby, to search for the parents; with adventures 
along the way.

2:45 am SUPER GALS! (15+ for adult language & themes)
Ran Kotobuki is the world's greatest Gal. Whether she's shopping, 
dancing, or trying to avoid her 'fate' (becoming a police officer), this Gal 
will stop at nothing.

4:00 am MIYAZAKI FILM BLOCK (PG for a little language)
PORCO ROSSO
This film has it all: flying pigs, would-be movie stars, pirates, a french 
Chanteuse, and a plane full of topless girls. What more could you ask for?

NAUSICAA OF THE VALLEY OF THE WIND
Technology versus ecology as humanity struggles to survive; except for 
a young woman who tries to understand her new world rather than fight it.

7:20 am A LITTLE SNOW FAIRY SUGAR (3+ for "It's so cute")
Did you know that fairies make the snow fall? Neither did Saga, until she 
met the apprentice Snow Fairy, Sugar! A silly but innocent Anime.

9:00 am PITA - TEN (7+ for "It just is!")
6-th grader Kotaro has problems: a single Dad and school exams. Now, an 
angel and a girl with a black cat appear, to get things really complicated.

10:40 am KODOCHA (13+ for violence & language)
Sana is a famous TV star who still has to attend school. Although her 
problems (standing up to bullies) are typical, her solutions can be 
very different; even her agent/chauffer can't guarantee that they'll work.

12:20 pm MAO - CHAN (3+ kids will love & parents will flee!)
In the future, cute aliens attack Earth! The only way people will allow these 
aliens to be taken away is to use the cutest thing on Earth to take them 
away... seven year old girlsl

1:50 pm THE END!
This schedule is subject to both change and bad time management!


